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INTRODUCTION

In fifteen years of Independence India has reached

the stage of providing free and compulsory education through

elementary school regardless of caste, creed, and sex. Edu-

cators In India today are realizing the modern philosophy of

education which seeks the maximum development of every student

according to his unique nature, needs, and capacity.

Indian society cannot afford the exploitation of young

boys and girls, the resources and future pillars of the nation,

India needs men and women of superior ability as leaders In

literature, science, education, medicine, and government. To

enable every person to make his preatest contribution to the

society, suitable educational opportunities should be provided

The superior student should be encouraged and stimulated

through special administrative proprams. TTie five programs

discussed In the literature for superior students In the high

schools of the United States are: enrichment, acceleration,

homogeneous grouping, Individual Instruction, and special

classes. The key program Is the enrichment program.

The five programs previously mentioned may be suggested

for the superior high school students In India. The choice

must be left with the school personnel for adopting a procram

or programs according to their needs and facilities.

Any program selected for the superior students must make

provision for group participation while taking Into account



Individual differences. A superior student should be

encouraged to take part in planning, exchanging ideas, shar-

ing experiences, and to grow in the ability to become a

member of the world society.

If a person is to become an active member of the world

society, study of the English language is necessary. English

being an International language it is very important for the

superior students of India. It is indispensable for the

advancement of the country. It helps in learning the literature,

culture, and the way of life in other countries and the different

states in India itself, which have different mother tongues. The

four lanruace art skills reading, listening, speaking, and writ-

ing must be capitalized on for the superior students in India

through various activities and devices discussed in the report.

PURPOSE OP THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was (1) to get acquainted with

some of the administrative programs suggested for the superior

children in the schools of United States of America (?) to

select some of these suggestions which woula be most practical

for superior chilaren in high schools of New Delhi, India,

according to the situations, circumstances and facilities

provided; and (3) to give some specific suggestions for the

techniques in English classes for the superior high school

students.



LIMITATIOIS

Thin atudy is limited to the superior children In the

public high schools and In the schools which receive three-

fourths of their expenses from the government In lew Delhi,

India. All those schools having English as their medium of

Instruction can make use of this atudy. A superior child

has been defined by many people In different ways. For this

study a definition from the Dictionary of Education haa been

taken which defines a superior child aa atated:

A child who la considerably above the noma
in regard to a number of traits and abilities;
usually applied to those children who have out-
standing Intellectual ability; frequently also
implies better than uaual social and physical
development; a broader term than gifted child.

The term "public school" was taken from the Britiah

educational system because the Indian educational ayatem is

baaed more or leaa on the principles of the British educational

system. The term public school means private achool operated

by either an individual or a group enterprise. These private

schools charge high tuition feea in order to produce better

qualified students, and to maintain their standards. They

are well equipped with modern equipment auch as film projectors,

tape recorders, opaque projectors, and record players* The

physical conditions of private schools are ood . There are

spacious rooms snd playgrounda, gymnasiums and auditoriums.

Since the parents of the children in public schools are

wealthy they can afford the extra expenaea for their superior



child.

Those schools which may benefit from the programs

suggested for superior students in the United States are

those which receive three- fourths of their expenses from

the government, have English as the medium of instruction,

have an enrollment above 800 students, and are well equipped

with modern equipment.

iy FES OF ADMINISTRATE: 'rP.AKS SUGCKS:
,rt SUPERIOR CHILDREN IN UNITED STATES

Many educators believe that the teaching and training

of the superior children has been a neglected field. The

cause is probably that superior children are not so easily

detectable as the slow learners. In the past the v eneral

tendency was to modify the instruction and then allow the

superior child to find his own success. For social advancement

and human development some finer avenues of instruction for the

superior child needed to be provided. Gradually two basic ways

of handling the education of superior children came into

practice. These wore acceleration and enrichment, with various

interpretations. A third method was a combination of accelera-

tion and enrichment. In all three methods programs ware for

both individuals and groups

-

Currently, "education is looked upon as a process which

seeks the maximum development of every boy and girl according

to nls unique nature and hi." nseds." Presently it is easier

^-Paul witty, The Gifted Child (The American Association For
Gifted Children. Boston: I . C. Heath and Company, 1951). p. 2



than formerly to identify superior children because we now

have the help of Intelligence testa, achievement tests and

.or means. As soon as the students are identified as

superior they shoula be provlaed with some special educational

opportunities where they can progress to their maximum capa-

city and make their greatest contribution to the society. As

the Educational Policies Commission stated:

Saoh person by virtue of hit membership in the
democratic society is entitled to learn the things
best suited to his particular needs, to share in
determining the purposes of education, to exercise
the leadership of which he is capable and to take
part in the social life of the sohool.l

Renewed Interest in teaching the superior student hat

caused educationists and psychologists to do research as a

basis for suggesting the best programs suited for the superior

student. Educationists are also recapitulating the gains

already made by some of the programs. Enrichment brings new

disciplines into the curriculum. The newer alscipllnes are

literature along with sociology, psychology, anthropology and

philosophy. I*t these new disciplines are all Just luxuries

as they haraly represent any permanent innovations unless

touched upon seriously and studleu ueeply. Courses of study

are being telescoped and restricted in order to get a deeper

owl edge. Community scholars are taking keen interest to

help the schools provide enrichment. Mechanized teaching,

instruction in foreign languages, televised Instruction, and

iMonte 3. Norton, "Current Provisions for the Gifted",
Clearing House , 33*7 (March, 1959) p. 1*25-



the use of language laboratories may benefit the superior

children. The modern trend is to correlate science and the

arts to Rive a broader base to the knowledge of superior

children. Talent is being sought in rural and culturally-

deprived areas in order to help superior children in each

part of the country.

Five administrative programs have been suggested for

the superior children by John haward Bentley, a Professor of

Education and Psychology. (1) Enrichment, (2) acceleration,

(3) individualized instruction, (1;) homogeneous grouping, and

(5) organization of special classes or segregation. These

I'ive programs are not new but are improved and modified forms

of past programs. Each of these programs will be discussed as

to what they are and their benefits and disadvantages.

Enrichment

The term "enrichment" has been defined in various ways.

According to Uoddard it means provision of broader experience.

"Utilizing their time in those activities which call forth

their interests and contribute to their montal, moral and

social development."

Cutts and Moseley define enrichment as, "The substitution

of beneficial learning for needless repetition or harmful

1 Jchn Edward Bentley, Superior Chil dren (Mew York: W. W.
ton and Company Inc., 1937 )» pp. 125^7<J.

2 Ibid., pp. 131-32.
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Idleness. Margery and Blchorn define enrichment as "a

deliberate differentiation of curriculum contents and

activities for tho super! > In a heterog«ne- I Irss.

Enrichment is the rsost fundamental method for helping

the superior child in the scnooi . It is the key to effective

handling of superior children. The definitions c'ivsn above

show that enrlchras-.'.t is more than just mi materials to

the cuiia' j curricula.;-, it changey trie process. It is com-

prehensive term encompass Irig some of the other programs. In

other words, enrichment may be 'ncorporated into programs

such as individualized instruction, homogeneous grouping,

acceleration and segregation. n Sn the everyday program

by directed activities provides the bright child with more

opportunities for personality growtn, for improving leadership

and for working and sharing with others."-*

Objectives . Ho program will be successful without

objectives. These objectives should be definite, specific

and worthy. The superior children must be aware of the

objectives. Sometimes having objectives set with the help

of the students and teacher gives an opportunity for thought

and provides more meaning for the superior students.

Some objectives of the enrichment program given by

Cutts and Moselev are:**

^Norma Estelle Cutts and Nicholas Moselsy, Teaching the
Bright and Gifted (New York: "rentice Hall Inc. 1957). p. TH

2 J. ¥, Margary and J. ft. Eiohorn, The Exceptional Children
(Mew York: Holt, riinehart and Winston Inc. I960), pp. 521-22.

"Xutts, 0p_. Clt . t p. 37.

h
Ibid., p. U2.



1. To challenge the full use of abilities.

2. To provide for the needs of individual differences

of the superior children.

3* To broaden the basis of knowledge, widen and deepen

attitudes and appreciations, acceptance of social responsibility

and enhance learning.

I4.. To help pupils to think abstractly.

5. To increase the level of the pupil's skills. To

accomplish this many more subjects should be included in the

skill subjects apart from arithmetic and language arts. A

superior child shoula be able to apply the knowledge practically

and increasingly to cultivate skill in human relations.

6. To develop a love for learning. The instruction

shoula be carried over into life situations. The program should

be presented in an interesting manner; as Frank Ashburn, head-

master of Brooks school once said, "All we need to do is to

.1study an extra-curricular activity."

7. To inculcate desirable methods of learning, logical

thinking and sharin acquired knowledge and skills with the

other classmates.

8. To encourage initiative by permitting the superior

child to choose his curriculum and the ways of enriching his

program.

9. To give play to creativity in muslo, art, writing,

and mechanical invention.

10. To provide tne right kind of aotlvltles and experiences.

Ibid. , p. 14.14. •



11. To emphasize Intensity and not speed in achievement.

12. To help the superior pupils to help himself and

encourage him to think and act independently.

Types of enrichment program . Since enrichment is such

a broad term including other programs. It provides for most

of the objectives stated above through one program or another.

Actually there are two general types of enrichment programs.

The first is enrichment in depth which refers to devices enabling

a student to probe more deeply into the curricular areas offered.

Opportunities are given to specialize in a certain activity or

work at a more advanced level. This type of enrichment is also

known as intensive or vertical enrichment. It is combined

with acceleration here.

The second type of enrichment, enrichment in breadth,

makes it possible for superior children to pursue areas not

ordinarily touched upon by the average students in the regular

course of study. Such a program would involve opportunities

in art, music languages or creative writing. This type of

enrichment is also known as extensive or horizontal enrichment.

Common methods of administering the enrichment program .

Enrichment should properly be a part of the program of every

olsss. Strayer said!

When pupils all work together it is not
expected that all will be sble to do an equal
amount of work. It is especially important that
they may have enough work to keep them active
and alert.

1 John Edward Bentley, Superior Children (New York: tf. W.

Morton and Company Inc. 1937 )» P» 1?8.
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Bach child* s individuality should be kept in mind.

Children in claas are not walls or furniture which can be

painted with the same color. If the subject matter is Just

for the average, then the students below average have to

struggle hard to keep the standard up while, on the contrary,

the superior may complete the work effortlessly. Completion

of work effortlessly and stereotyped work may induce bad work

habits in superior children. They get bored, lazy, restless,

aggressive and begin to day dream. The superior pupil will

lose interest in school and this may result in his dropping

out of school. In order to avoid drop outs and bad work

habits some type of enrichment program must be employed.

The first method of administering the enrichment program

is through group enrichment in special schools. Group enrich-

ment represents an efficient and challenging program for the

superior children. It also represents an efficient and

economical use of facilities, services and instruction personnel.

The second method of administering the enrichment program is

through special classes. Special classes for enrichment are

more common than special schools for the gifted. Two or more

seotlons of the same class may be combined in order to secure

'upi of adequate size. The speolal class- works at the same

pace as the regular class but the special class of superior

children receives a broader program. These speolal olasses

may be provided on a full time or a part time basis. They also

provide the oportunity to associate with other pupils. The
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teachers for special classes may be drawn from the school or

community.

The thlra method of adml nlsterlng enrichment program la

through seminars. Seminars are developed In some high schools

and are organized around areas of Interest of the superior

children. Taese seminars develop not only the content of

subject -natter, but also skills In communication and the use

of mature resource materials*

Individual enrichment may be carried out In two ways:

(1) Through the regular classroom teacher plan. In this

plan the teacher should know the special Interests and abilities

of his superior pupils In oroer to help them by giving challeng-

ing work In regular classroom when they complete the work. (2)

Through the special teacher plan. The superior students work

with regular teachers, but for some time during the day or week

the superior children are allowed to spend some time with the

special teacher. The superior stuaents are exempted from the

regular classroom. The special teacher provides guidance and

counsel!:. . This pl«m has some advantages over the regular

classroom teacher plan: The special teaohers have undivided

attention toward superior pupils; the special teacher's

experiences will be broader than those of the regular class

teacher; and the special teacher Is usually more sympathetic

and understanding of the needs and problems of superior children.

Methods and techniques of enrlonment In a class and in a

school. In the paat the superior pupils helped younger children
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and slower classmates or kept er./ap ed in the learning to

spell as many words ss possible. At Harvarc in the 1570'

s

Henry Adams did away with history books and "put his students

to work for themselves •" But recently President James H.

Killian of Massachusetts Institute of Technology has proposed:

A complete tutorial system, in which the
boys are allowed to develop under the direction
of a volunteer group of faculty members to proceed
without requirements to attend classes, anc •will'
be expected at the ena to meet tha requirements
for graduation.!

The modification of instruction in the ordinary class-

room is another method of enriching the program for superior

pupils. Under this plan two adjustments should be made, one

in the learning exercises and the other in the teacher's

directions. Harriot suggested some modifications in the

curriculum through teacher's methods of teaching. He suggested

that drill is less needed, for the superior children learn in

one half the time. Instead of being given the same work

repeatedly they should be given work of a related kind. To

revive and enrich the knowledge of the superior pupil, he may

be asked for special reports and more difficult assignments.

Sometimes he may be helped by aotlng as a junior tutor.

Superior children do not need illustrations and concrete

examples because they can think abstractly and make generalisa-

tions. Teaching by principles aids in developing a logical

mind and abstract thinking. Dse of problem solving techniques

J-Cutts, 0p_. olt ., p. 33.

2 Bentley, 0p_. olt ., p. 1?8.
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also helps the enrichment program.

Some other methods have alto been proposed by various

educationists:

1. Guidance Is a method used to achieve self-discipline

and a pood attitude towards learning. Neither autocracy nor

laissez-faire Is feasible in directing superior children.

2. The diversification of courses in high school helps

in providing enrichment through additional courses.

3* Generative educational ideas may be used to stimulate

Intellectual energy, enthusiasm and interest, such as,

(a) Biographies and autobiographies.

(b) Basic problems of civilization such as man's

attempt to increase his food supply and the solution of the

problem of transportation.

(c) The ndvent of great ideas, new inventions,

and discoveries.

(d) Teaohers should capitalize on the individual

ideas. Interest and motivation to learn.

(e) Imaginative living. Man's ability to adapt

himself to vsriations in his environment as climatic conditions

snd topography.

(f

)

Teaching the basic academic skills for using

the dictionary, encyclopedias, and atlases in the library.

The cardinal principle of enrichment is "lets look it up."

Each class should have its own books. A class library is

necessary to provide facilities for the superior children.
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The books should be within easy reach to avoid wasting time.

Leisure time should be utilized. The collection of books

should range from the classics to the current.

I4. Field trips should be taken to the places such as

museums, historical places and monuments, factories, large

industries and community resources. Specisl provision should

be made for the interviews with the person in charge of the

place to which the trip has been taken.

5* Occasional class exhibits of individual projects of

superior children may help the teacher in the development of

a hobby. Hobby enables a student to pursue his own special

interests while beneficially utilizing his leisure time. A

hobby may provide the stimulus for the choice of a later pro-

fession.

6* Devices and activities may be used to provide enrich-

ment programs such as,

(a) Honor programs.

(b) Construction work in making charts, maps,

murals and models.

(c) Holiday and assembly programs.

(d) Dramatics.

(e) Exhibitions.

(f) Creative work suon as writing original plays,

poems ind essays.

(g) Debates and discussions,

(h) Demonstrations.
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(1) Individual and group projeots.

(J) Oral and vrittan report!

•

7. Jrtional special summer sessions end night classes

for the superior children.

The use of senses, vision, bearing, smell, taste

and touch and good aualo visual sias should be provided.

Superior children can help the teaoher in selecting, present-

ing, and evaluating the audio visusl aids program in the

regular classroom.

9. Teacher pupil olannlng in tne class is a pood pro-

gram suggested for enrichment.

While enriching the program through the pedagogical

methods teachers should keep general considerations of the

social, educational, and mental adjustment of the child should

be kept in mind.

Acceleration

An acceleration program has been defined as "One which

makes possible pupil attainment of a given educational level

in a shorter time or at an earlier age than is normally

expected." A few years baok acceleration was a popular

method of handling superior pupils. It was abandoned because

of some drawbacks, but recently the idea of acceleration has

been revived in some schools with a modification. Acceleration

^Merle R. Sumption and Bvelyn M. Luecking, Education of
: .o Sifted . (New York: Ine rtonald J l?ess Company, I960;, p."
To3.
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is a simple means of providing for the able students.

Studies done by psychologists show that superior

children possess the ability to learn the materials of a

grade level in one-half the time required by the average

children. The desire for learning may also Justify the

case for acceleration.

Types of acceleration . One type of acceleration is

early admission to kindergarten and first grade. Barly ad-

mission based upon a child* s capabilities and potentialities

does seem to have some merit. Psychologists believe there is

no reason why all children should start school at the same

age. Individual differences show that some children are ready

to learn at the chronological age of six years, some children

are prepared even before the age of six years, and still

others will not be ready to learn even past the age of six

years. Parents would be responsible for the early admission

of their children recognizing the ability which would pose a

problem for the school administration. The parents generally

do not realize the abilities of their children. Either they

overestimate the abilities or they ignore them completely.

In either case the sohool administration will have to test the

intellectual ability, social, mental and emotional maturity of

the children.

The most practloal policy suggested by different people,

to overoome this problem Is to admit all the children to

sohool under the age of six then provide psychometric testing
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and place thorn in classes according to their abilities.

This early admission in the kindergarten or first grsde in

the long run would mosn early admission in high school and

college.

Rapid progress, a modified program for grade skipping,

has been introduced to solve the problem of missing the

learning of fundamentals. Rapid progress allows the superior

child to advance at his own speed through the regular school

program and graduate faster than if held in educational lock-

step. Special csre should be taken that all the work required

for a particular grade level is covered thoroughly; otherwise

it would be no different from grade skipping. Simple grade

skipping is not considered as a worthwhile technique by some

of the educators. By skipping grsdes the superior children

miss learning of the necessary fundamentals.

Ungraded grouping is a third type of acceleration. It

is a curricular organization which allows superior children

to complete three years work in two years. Uru raced groups

should be flexible enough to enable superior children to

pro. res s to advanced work when they are ready. The ungraded

ap is not much different from the rapid progress group; but

the ungraded groups, which consist of slow, average and superior

students, take into account the whole regular class; whereas,

rapid progress groups are concerned only with the individual

superior child.

A combination of grades may be used ss a fourth method
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of acceleration to place superior pupils of ninth grade with

the slow learners of eleventh grade. A better combination

has been suggested by some educators, to place superior

children from both ninth and eleventh grade togather. In a

combination group a teacher can adjust, when necessary, intra-

class groups on the basis of ability and achievement rather

than on the technical grade level* When a superior child in

a combination grade comes to the level of the higher grade,

he may be promoted to that particular grade.

Arguments against . There are some arguments against

acceleration. Some people contend that a younger child in

the class of older children poses some adjustment problems*

The adjustment problems depend upon the ability and personality

of the superior child and upon when and how he is accelerated.

Terman in his research on superior children found that the

superior children grow almost at the same rate in all the

different aspects of their personality and social characteristics.

Thus acceleration program should not cause serious adjustment

problems. Another argument against acceleration program is

that it does not take into account the differences in rates

of maturation in academic subjects. A student ready for

advancement in one subject area may not be ready for skipping

in another area. This problem has been removed by a subject

matter grouping program which will be explained further under

homogeneous grouping. Since one program may be of only limited

Harry J* Baker, Introduction to fcxcertional Children
(Hew York! The Macmillsn Company, 195T), P« 25U.
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help, the other administrative programs may be amalgamated

in order to get better results.

Advantages of the acceleration program . Acceleration

makes the period of formal eduoatlon shorter, which would

mean enormous savings in teacher personnel, materials, scholar-

ships, and building space. The sooner the superior children

graduate from school and college the sooner they enter into

professions. This is a help to the community and society.

Terman recommended acceleration for the superior children.

He stated:

The children with I.Q. of 135 or above
should be promoted sufficiently to permit
college entrsnce by the age of seventeen at
the latest; a majority in this group would be
better off to enter at sixteen.

1

Homogeneous Qrouping

The grouping of pupils aocording to ability represents

a sorting of children with respect to their individual dif-

ferences especially in mental traits, capaolty, ability, and

achievement. Homogeneous grouping Is only an administrative

device and not an end in itself. There should be differentia-

tion of materials and methods of instruction. In other words,

the enrichment program should be used In the homogeneous

classes. According to some psychologists, the superior students

^national Association of Secondary School Principals.
Administration Procedures snd School Practl ces for the
Academically Talented Student . (Natlonsi Education Association
of the United States), I960. p. 56.
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need proper guidance and motivation by the teacher to work in

proper directions.

Types of grouping .

1. Total grouping. Schools which have sufficient students

to form an organized class compose one class section of students

who have been identified as superior.

2. Multi-track program. Multi-track grouping has been a

common practice in high schools. The groups are organised

around the curriculum, tracks such as college preparatory,

business education, and general education. In practice multi-

track systems in high schools have many characteristics of

ability grouping because of the selective enrollment in dif-

ferent tracks. Recently honor programs have been designed for

the students with superior ability in high schools.

3. Part time grouping. In part time grouping the

superior students are placed in a special group for academic

courses and are assigned to heterogeneous groups for non-

academic courses.

I;. Subject matter grouping. Subject matter grouping

is somewhat like the multi-track program. The difference

between subject matter grouping and multi-track program is

that the former is more specific in nature. All superior

itudents do not excel by the same degree In all subjects.

Por example, some students with outstanding ability in English

and language arts may be only average In solenoe and mathe-

matics. For students who excel in one or two subjects, subjeot
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matter grouping la beneficial. The superior atudanta ara

plaoad in groups only for those subjects In which they

excel. The rest of the subjects are studied in the regular

classroom.

$, Grouping within the olassroo-n. Grouping within

the classroom denends unon imaginative classroom procedures.

The teaoher provides different levels of work according to

the ability of the students.

6. Interest groups in extra curricular activities.

The formation of interest groups is baaed on special interests

or out-of-claas aotivitiea. These groups may be called "clubs"

and the period called the "hobby hour". The student himself

selects those groups in whioh he is most Interested. A child

with greater abilities usually has somewhat advanced interests

as shown by psychologists; therefore, he Joins a group where

his aollities will be challenged* The activities in interest

groups are Informal and less geared than those in the regular

class sessions.

7* Special schools. The concept of grouping has

reached its peak of development with the opening of special

schools for superior students. In special schools the whole

population is made up of superior children. Special schools

can be opened more readily in big cities because of the

large population than in small towns; but two or three small

towns can open a special school with a Joint effort.

Problems and solutions of grouping program . The main
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problem in grouping pointed out by the 1958 N.E.A. Conference

is the Acceptance of grouping by students, both those in the

program and those not included in it; by the parents of all

the students; by those teachers who teacn the homogeneous

groups and those who do not teach the selected group.

The acceptance by students is not a serious problem.

Horace Mann naa shown the falsity of the assumption that

friendships are not formed among the members of like groups.

The acceptance of the program by the parents can be attainea

by asking them to participate in planning the school program*

By participating they may realize themselves the importance

of homogeneous grouping.

The general attitude of teachers not in the teaching

program for special groups has been poor in schools where

homogeneous | rouplng is practiced. This problem can be

solved through the team teaching approach which includes

several teaohers in the instructional phase.

Barbe^ pointed out that establishing the basis for group-

ing is a serious problem. The invention of group standardized

tests, both intelligence and achievement, and individual

^-National bduation Association. The Identification o_f the
Academically Talented itudent 1 n the American School '. [YaTional
Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street. N.W., Washington
6, D.£.) 19S3, p. 79.

2
Horace Mann. 'Mow .veal are Friendships of lifted and

Typical Cnilaren in a Program of Partial Segregation?"
eptlonal Child 23: (Feb., 1957) pp. 199-201,

^Walter B. Barbe. "Patterns of Grouping for Gifted
Child." Eduoatlonal Forum, 2b:U (May, 1962J, pp. 1*63-09.
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paycholo. leal examinations have helped in minimising the

problem, ror the beat poaaible results the selection of

pupils should involve all the techniques of identification.

Some psychologists say that the superior students should be

nominated by the class teacher, since the teacher has the

op ortunlty to observe the ability, willingness, snd interest

of the pupils. Certainly the teacher* s nomination should be

riven prime importance. The pupil* s school record should be

taken into consideration as it reflects the Judgments of

the different teachers. Competitive examinations are also

helpful sometimes to form the groups.

The National Education Association and the Nstlonal

Association of Secondary-School Principals1 in publicstlon

pointed out some problems about grouping and solutions.

Evaluating the work of superior children poses a problem,

since superior students are usually very concerned about

their grsdes. In speolsl groups the superior students have

to work hard to maintain their standard, but in regular olsss

they receive top-grades without much effort. Competitions

for collere entrsnee snd special scholarships make them feel

concerned about grades. The evaluation problem can be solved

by adding a note explaining that the grading "A" or "B" was

bssed on the standards of the sped si class where demands

were crester than an average classroom.

N.H.A. snd The National Assoclstion of Secondary-School
Principles. Administration Procedures and School Practices Xnr
the Academically Talented Student. (I960), pp. 76-92.
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Some people believe that homogeneous grouping is

undemocratic because the children are sorted out according

to a standard of ability rather than by alphabetical order.

Walter Barbe defending the grouping method wrote that

grouping benefits not only the superior pupils because removal

of the superior from regular classroom to a homogeneous group

leaves the rest of the students in a homogeneous group too*

p
It was also pointed out in an N.E.A. Project that in a

grouping program the superior students may become conceited

and snobbish. Cutts and Moseley^ expressed the belief that

conceit is not developed by grouping but by not grouping. In

a regular class a superior child might over estimate himself.

but in a homogeneous group he will realise, like Socrates.

that he knows nothing.

Some critics believe that removing able students leaves

the class to function at a level of mediocrity; in other

words, superior children stimulate the average students

intellectually, and psychologically. As pointed out by Heck^.

there is no conclusive evidence that the average pupils are

inspired by the superior pupils.

Another belief is that superior ohlldren in the homo-

geneous groups are deprived of the opportunity of associating

Barbe, 0p_. cl

t

. , pp. 1,63-69 •

2
N.E.A. 0p_. olt . , p. 76.

^Norma Bstelle Cutts and Nicholas Moseley. Teaching
the Bright and Oifted. (New York! Prentice Hall Inc.. 1957),
pp. 9P-93.

^N.S.A. 0£. c_l_t . , p. 78»
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with average students. This view falls to take into sooount

that superior children do not feel obliged to divorce them-

selves from the company of average students. Part ti-ie group-

ing snd subject matter grouping enables the superior students

to be with average students. Even in the esse of total separa-

tion, the superior students come in contact with sversge snd

below average children out of school In neighborhood groups.

Many people have assumed that leadership qualities will

not be developed in the superior children in homogeneous

groups. People believe that there is room for only a small

number of leaders In homogeneous groups. This problem can be

solved by realising the faot that a superior ohild has a wide

variety of interests which oan be pursued. Thus each child

will have an opportunity to be a leader in an area of his own

interest.

In the schools where grouping for classes presents a

problem, formation of special interest gmups or hobby clubs

has been found acceptable. Grouping is lets obvious in high

schools where the courses are diversified and in the large

schools where one grade is divided into several sections to

avoid over crowding in one classroom.

Advantages of the homogeneous grouping program . Grouping

is considered as a good technique by many educators. Superior

students when working together In a group having the same

ability, Interests, and enthusiasm stimulate each other to

greater intellectual achievement. They exchange ideas and
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hare their knowledge. The speed with which the superior

students master the fundamentals leaves then with a con-

siderable amount of time for enrichment projects. The

superior stuaents are able to probe more deeply into the

details of the subject matter of the course or branch out

into other activities. Homogeneous grouping also eliminates

the necessity for acceleration. When a whole group is capable

of profiting from an extra subject or activity or some altera-

tion in the standard curriculum, scheduling is more convenient

and economical.

Individual Instruction

The concept of individual instruction is not new.

It has been in existence since the days of Comenius.

"...education at each stage should be adapted to the age and

capacities of the child." Rousseau in the eighteenth century

wrote:

The fundamental point in the psychology
of children is that they exhibit characteristic
differences at different stages of maturing and
that appropriate activities should be provided
for each stage and eaoh child.'

Historically, individual instruction was the first

method of providing education. The priests and the parents

tsught children individually; only gradually did the idea

Hlla banton Smith, "Inai vidual ized Instruction Concepts
Old and Nav.", Education 8l:6 (May, 1961), p. 5P7

.

2 Ibld.,p. $27.
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of heterogeneoua grouping •marge. In the twentieth century

the invention of means of identifying children again opened

the way for a renewed realisation of the problem of lndl-

vicual inatruotior .

The concept of individual instruction la baaed on sound

principles of psychology. It takes into account the faot that

no two peraona in tho world are of the aarae face, habits, and

nature. The doctor cannot preacrioe the same medicine for all

the patlenta, and in the same way the educators cannot have the

same activities, experiences, and methods of teaching for the

auperlor, average, and below average students. The educational

program should be adjusted to the nature of the Individual

child.

The technique of individual inatructlon may be illustrated

by referring to the famous Winnetka Plan, which was baaed on the

principle of individual differences, rfashburno has declsred

that that

real adaptation of the achools to individual
children, means more than merely allowing each child
10 pro, reaa at his own natural gait through school
subjects. It meana developing the child's originality,
his creative impulses, hla Initiative; it meana help-
ing him to inner emotional adjustment; and it meana
staking him into a social individual with a genuine
sense of responsibility for the welfare not of himself
alone nor of the email roup of which he la a part,
but ultimately of hia nation and of humanity.

^-John Kdward Bentley, Superior Children (Hew York:
w*. W. Horton and Company Inc., 1937) . PP» 161-62.



Segregation or Sao Spool -ll Jldas

Trie term segregation has different meanings. Segrega-

tion which is based on social and economic conditions, needs,

abilities or intelligence quotients, problems, interests, gives

a poor impression of the term* This term nay be designated as

segregating the individual or the group of superior children

from the regular class into a special class.

Segregation is not much different from ability grouping.

The main difference is that in ability grouping the homogeneous

groups are not totally separated from the average. Although

the superior students have all the academic classes in special

groups, they participate in activities with the regular class.

Sometimes when groups are formed on the basis of sub 1' ot matter,

the superior students have some classes with the average pupils.

In the case of segregation the superior children are separated

completely from the average group. This isolation of superior

pupils is the same as total grouping, one of the types of

ability grouping. Since segregation has not always been an

accepted term a new modified program of "homogeneous grouping"

has been suggested by different people* Homogeneous grouping

bears almost all the characteristics of segregation.

SUGGESTIONS FOR EIULIS GRAM FOR SUPERIOR
CHILDREN OF HIGH SCHOOLS IN INDIA, BASKD ON THE PROGRAMS

SUGvi^STKD FOH SUFBR^ HLDRB5 IN HIGH SCHOOLS OF AMERICA

Tha majority of seoondary schools In India are Sngllsh

schools. Since independence in the year 19U7. there aas been
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a great demand for the study of English. The villagers who

were reluctant to read English, now demand the same facilities

that are provided in urban schools. The reason for this

demand is very simple. Only those people who can read, write,

and converse well in English can obtain good Jobs. e quality

of man in sooiety is based on the quality of his English.

India had its own schools and universities prior to,

and during the third and fourth centuries; but because of

political complications such as the Moguls and then the

English ruling India, the educational system received a set-

back. Prom the sixteenth century onwards, India had educa-

tional and cultural contact only with Great Britain. As a

result of this contact in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, the new educational system was established.

The first three universities in Calcutta, Madras, and

Bombay, and many missionary schools still operating were

established by the British people. English schools were

originally established to satisfy administrative needs. An

army of clerks, petty officials, and public men was produced

by this new educational system. The number of students pre-

pared was not according to the availability of the Jobs;

therefore some new courses such as natural science, mathematics,

-nedlclne, and technology were Introduced at the request of some

Indian leaders. The language medium of Instruction was

atagllsh. The new courses could only be taught in English

because of the difficulty in getting textbooks and teachers.
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Since India has gained independence new problems have

emerged that embrace the entire country and every aspeot of

Indian life. India is still in its primary stage. It needs

many leaders in fields such as science, medicine, literature,

and education. Superior students of today may be the leaders

of tomorrow, and leadership in the modern world cannot be

achieved without the knowledge of the history, economics,

politics, and religion of many lands.

English is an international language; therefore, it

is a means to attain contact with the outside world. It is

a major vehicle of culture in the modern world. The English

language possess an imaginative literature which has few

equals in the world. It has an immense wealth of drama,

poetry, fiotion, short story, serious essays, and letters.

It also helps in the study of many subjects as scienoe, art,

nedical, and engineering subjects. The English language has

not only a literature of immense richness of its own, but it

also is the repository of most of the worthwhile literatures

In other languages. Thus it has a special significance in

aoademic, intellectual, and social life. If India is to keep

abreast of the world in modern science and technology and make

an independent and characteristic contribution to world civili«

zation and oulture, she cannot give up her command of the

English language which has been deply rooted in the minds of

the people.

The speoial demand of the study of English may be
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Judged from the answer of « little boy, eleven or twelve

years old, from an educationally baokward area* He said that

he wanted to study English sore than anything else. When he

wss asked to explain his preference for English his reply waa,

"How oan I become the prime minister of India if I do not

learn English?" When a simple village child is eager to learn

Engllah, then the superior children in high schools must desire

to learn this language.

A superior child educated in both the English literature

and language may create works of beauty in his own language

or In English itself. The study of English literature inspired

Rablndra Hath Tagore to write in his own language. The remark-

able literary works of Tagore which were translated into

Bnglish are studied now in many Indian and American universities.

The Utilization of Five Programs in Indian Schools

Indisn hi^h schools should provide special programs

for the superior students. The five programs: enrichment,

acceleration, homogeneous grouping, individualized instruction

and segregation suggested for superior children in schools of

U.S.A. may be suggested for superior students in Indian high

schools too. These programs might help in lnstlgetlng new

programs or modifying those programs which are being used.

The emphasis in suggesting the programs for superior students

is on using some ideas consciously to capitalize on human

resources.
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Once It has been decided to inaugurate a program for

superior students, choices must be made among the various

techniques available. It is generally the practice to -lake

these choices at the local school level rather than to impose

them from the central or the state administration even where

there may be some overall general policy. Probably there is

no single best approach applicable to all schools, as too

many factors must enter into a final determination.

Acceleration has been the most common method used in

Indian schools because of its simplicity. Plain grade skip-

ping poses some problems, but new research has removed those

problems by introducing different types of acceleration pro-

grams. The local administrative staff, which is responsible

for introducing new ideas, may find some type or types of

acceleration programs suitable to their local system.

Children in nursery schools are admitted at the age of

three and one-half, and even earlior in some private schools*

These nursery schools relieve the parents of res onsibllity

and put it on the nursery school teachers* These nursery

school teachers may refer the case of a superior child for

early admission*

Early admission to kindergarten result* in early ad-

mission to high sohools and college* Therefore the early

admission to kindergarten is related to the high school.

Individualized instruction is the oldest method used

to instruct any child in India* In ancient times education
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was limited to certain castes in India* The students who

had an opportunity to study, lived with the tesoher through-

out the eduoation period* One teacher would instruct one

student or at the most two at the same tine* Gradually the

large population* over crowded olassrooms, and the idea of

universal eduoation gave a blow to individualised instruction*

The concept of individualised instruction has not

completely disappeared from the scene* Many times a teacher

as to the superior students an extra assignment or asks for

his help in arranging bulletin boards and planning assembly

programs* These sotivlties keep the superior students busy

while they also attain something worthwhile*

The csste system which was dominate in ancient and middle

times has not completely lost ground in modern times. Of

course the preaching of Gandhi and other great leaders helped

to minimize the problems* but not to the extent that a program

termed special class or segregation could be used* The idea

of untouchability is still in the minds of the people* so the

schools still must be cautious in practicing such a program.

The homogeneous grouping, which helps the superior

students in the same way as does segregation, may be used in

high schools* Generally the schools are large with at least a

population of six to eight hundred students* Here tho homo-

geneous groups of all types may be formed without being

obvious

•

Enrichment is not. strictly speaking, a technique*
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Rather it is the whole key to the effective handling of the

superior children. All the programs suggested above are

means to enrichment. The basic question is how best to provide

such educational experiences. The program oust be designed to

utilize most opportunities. In other words, it must be an

enriched program. The main aim of all ths programs and

techniques is to provide something more than the basic educa-

tional fare. Another possibility that has been suggested

which would prove most helpful is enrichment in the classroom

Itself.

Starting a new program . Starting a new program requires

many things, but planning and time are factors constantly to

be kept in mind. It is advisable to "make haste slowly."

A program started in one area and planned progress in terms

of flexible development over some years is better than the

program on larger scale which should be put into effect the

next week. Foresight, forethought, and learning from the

mistake of others pay large dividends. The minimum time for

starting a program should be five years, aocoraing to Gowan.

In the first year a study committee should be formed

consisting, of teachers, supervisors, principals and publio

men. This committee should form the objectives, searoh the

literature, and invite speakers to the school. In the second

year the steering committee should be formed. This committee

1
J. C. Oowan, "Starting a Program for Oifted Children."

cation 8O16 (Feb., I960), pp. 337-UO.
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should give Information and propose procedures, such aa

methods of Identification, enrichment activities, and the

•ana to attain the objectives, ways of evaluating the pro-

gram, and the basis for ability grouping.

In the third year, part-time coordinators should be

hired and enough enrichment materials should be secured. The

provision of extra time shoula be made for teachers and con-

sul tanta to identify superior students. In the fourth and

fifth years the program should be begun on a limited scale.

It ahould be considered as an experimental program which

should be subject to change and development. The full pro-

gram oan be executed in the fifth year.

Requirements for starting a new program . Before making

any decision for starting a new program a school should have

materials and facilities, or the means to acquire them.

Materials and facilities sre a necessity for any system offer-

ing a program for superior children. The site of the school

should also be taken Into consideration. For large schools

ability grouping is convenient; for small schools, enrichment

in the classroom or individualised instruction is best. The

size of the school should be taken into account from all

possible points, such as guidanos personnel, equipment,

physical plant, and other facilities.

Community structure should be examined according to

the socioeconomic status of the residents, educational back-

ground, and general type of attitude of the people. Any program
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practicod In school should be accepted by the comnunity and

the people should be willing to help the program successful.

The ptaff enthusiasm Is perhaps more Important thnn the size

of *chocl or structure of community. Considerable orientation

of the staff prepares the rround well for the success of the

program. The principals role is most Important j his attitude,

resourcefulness, and allowance for flexibility are some of the

Important factors.

Some programs such as enrichment in classroom and accelera-

tion are easily sdministered. Grouping by ability is most

complicated; but the large schools and multipurpose schools in

India make the grouping comparatively easier. The necessity

of flexibility heightens complications.

The procurement of special materials for the promotion

of speoial programs is necessary. The school library plays

an important part. The principal should encourage the

librarian to render help through speoial library servloes to

the superior children.

Adequately equipped science and audio-visual labora-

tories are sids to the superior children since they are helpful

in the enrichment of the program. The principal should appoint

a supervisor or coordinator to take care of the materials.

The principal should al^o see that the materials are easily

accessible so that the teachsrs may use these materials when

needed.

Th<» teachers are the main faotor in the success of tl
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program. A principal should select tha taachara wisely,

and arrange for In-service training. Continuous evaluation

of the r>rogra-a helpa in improving it.

The aohool budget should ba sufficient to provlda for some

of the facilities. If tha school budget is limited, then the

principal should be resourceful enough to manage some of the

facilities required for the program through other sources.

Specific Techniques for the English Program

The Instruction of superior students requires a flexible

program and an ingenious teacher. English is a broad subject.

The ingenious teacher can provide many opportunities for the

superior students through different ways and means. Two pro-

grams suggested especially for English and literature classes

are advanced placement and honor classes.

Advanced placement, like acceleration, is a cooperative

program which coordinates school with college for ambitious

students. The honor classes, similar to enrichment program,

are organised by the school on a voluntary basis. Honor classes

may be arranged in summer or at night. Both advanced placement

and honor classes could provlJe college level courses in high

school.

The enrichment in English classes must provide reading

skills, meonanics of writing, fluency in speaking-, and techniques

of listening. Francis bacon once wrote, "Heading maketh a full

man, conference a ready man, and writing an exact man." These

^Frieda Arnold, "Individualixed Reading and the Language
Arts", -•lementary Byllsh 39»3 (March, 1962) p. 269.
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skills are especially important for the superior student so

that he may assume a leadership role.

Reading skills * Reading is the basis of learning

activities and a source of information. The most important

factors in the study of a language are: spelling, vocabulary,

pronunciation, and oral and written expression. Reading pro-

vides all the facilities to carry out such a prograi* The

reading of English enables the Indian superior children to

learn the culture, customs, and literature of other countries.

It helps in conducting lessons in writing. The students may

read without writing, but they cannot write without reading*

A superior reader should learn to use sources to locate

materials and to gain additional information on a particular

topic. Sources to be found in the library include indexes,

tables of contents, card catalogue, Reader's Guide, general

references, tables, maps, atlas, dictionaries, magazines, and

newspapers.

Reading has an effeot on the personality and attitudes

of the pupils. Reading helps in developing beauty of

expression, in relieving tensions, in enforcing attitudes,

and in self approval by determining the author's values and

views In a selected work and comparing them with the reader's

own. Biographical material may be utilized to develop an

appreciation of, and a respect for the efforts and contribu-

tions of others. It gives a better understanding of human

relationships.
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Bach superior student should be encouraged to construct

s personal philosophy of ethical and cultursl values based on

the major philosophies. The Indian teacher should attain s

goal of acquainting the students with modern English and

American writers. Superior students should also be introduced

to the great Greek classical drsmatics. This introduction may

be considered as one of the enrichment activities.

The superior students should be cble to apply the con-

cepts gained from reading materiel to confront situations and

resllxe the importance of self evaluation.

Oral group reading or silent reading precedes such

activities ss field trips, displays, and films. It helps in

conducting sharing activities in orsl expression such as a

round table discussion, s panel discussion, a dialogue, a talk,

and dramatization.

The superior students should be helped to adjust the speed

of reading to the type of materials and to the purpose. Various

purpose.*: ire: gaining a general view of the material, skimming

the contents, reading for memorization of general concepts,

critical readinf , understanding word meaning, and reading

poetry and plays with effect.

Reading for pleasure utilizes leisure time in the best

way and capitalizes upon hobbles. Interest groups may be

formed for superior students. Reading satisfies the intellec-

tual curiosity of the superior child. Oral reading should

help in word pronunciation ability, widening the vocabulary and
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retaining the words. Silent reading aide in the development

of smooth and accurate oral reading. Superior students should

be encouraged to do extensive and intensive reading.

The library is the pivot of the whole reading program;

therefore the main school library should be easily accessible.

The students can also have a class library. The parents should

be willing to take their children to the public library.

An advanced reading program has been suggested for

superior students by Margaret Gregory and William Mclaughlin.

The books in this program may be borrowed from the library.

The teacher selects the first set of books to which the

superior students may add according to their interests and

needs for Intensive reading.

The superior students should read these books on their

own. Once or twice a month the students could meet with the

teachers for formal discussion. The advanced reading program

would be nelpful in the attainment of some of the purposes of

reading. The discussion in an informal atmosphere will aot as

an incentive to free discussion. Good natured disagreement

and criticism as well as intelligent comment and true evaluation

of the books discussed help superior students in many ways.

The superior students should be encouraged to keep a

notebook handy in whloh to write new words and expressions.

Setting up a time limit for the reading of different kinds

Margaret Gregory and William J. Mclaughlin, "Advanced
Reading for the Bright Child," a Clearing House , 2b\k
(Deo., 1951) PP. 203-5.



of materials is hnlpful In adjusting the reading speed.

Sunsnarization of a chapter or s book is helpful in developing

reading skills. Suggested activities for critical and careful

reading are suggesting other titles for books or s play and

an oral comparison of two books.

Some of the audio visual aids which can be used for

reading activities are the record player for model reading

and tape recorder for Improving pronunciation by listening

to oneself or differentiating between a "good" and "poor"

reading*

The main approaches to reading can be through hetero-

geneous and homogeneous grouping or individualized instruction.

The heterogeneous spproach is a traditional method of teaching

a varied i?roup of children with the oosslbility of using small

intrs-class groups. The homogeneous grouping is a plan in

which the children cross grade levels snd move to the class

that spproTimates their reading level.

The individualized approach showed the greatest gain

by both the pupils and the teschers in one of the studies

reported by Rothrock. Children may be grouped together on

the basis of problems and interests for individualized read-

p
lng. Orr suggested that Instead of individualized reading.

1 Oayton G. Rothrock. "Heterogeneous. Homogeneous, or
Individualized Approach to Reading." Elementary Sn-jlsh .

33:1* (April, 19S1) pp. 233-5.

2Evelvn P. Orr, "Personalised Reading," Elementary
Sngllsh }9:U Upril. 1961) pp. 227-8.



personalized reading is a better term. She explained tnat

"personalized" would be a better tens, for tnls means a deep

personal interest in each child, a person-to-person relation-

ship, yet not restricted to an individual basis.

Individualized or personalized reading has many values.

Through this method the slow learner, superior, and average

each progresses at his own rate, need, and interests; the

teachers feel successful and satisfied; the children* s

responses end test results show the advantage of tne program;

and the superior students are exposed to a wider range of

reading subjects.

Listening skills . The second important skill which should

be developed in language art classes is skill in listening.

Listening cannot be improved by a teacher sayin^, "Listen to

me carefully." Looking at the teacher and be nyslcally

present in class does not mean that the child is attentive

mentally and listening to what the teacher is saying in the

class. The most important factor in achieving the goal of

listening is attention.

Some ways to improve active listening are by developing

a good teacher-pupil relationship and by motivation. The

pupil must view the teacher as someone worth listening to,

as someone or interest who speaks not for self-gratification

but for purposes which are clearly evident to the children.

The teaoher must talk directly to the student and always in

a relational senso and not at them*

The teacher's voice must be clear, varlea, and easily
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heard in all the corners of the room. The teacher should try

to present all the material in an interesting way. The

listening activities should be pleasurable rather than threaten-

ing. Listening activities should not be prolonged over a

greater period of time. Duker suggested some skills which

must be developed in order to make students good listeners:

1. A good listener is one who not only knows how to

listen but who actually does listen in his daily life

activities. A good listener must be selective in his choice

of what to listen to.

2. The superior child should be capable of "changing

pace** — one should not listen to everything in the same way.

The superior child should be skillful in identifying details

and determine whether they are illustrative, essential, or

irrelevant

.

3* A superior child should develop a skill as a

critical listener. He should be able to recognise the

speaker's purposes and motive?. He should not allow himself

to be lead by catch phrases and emotionally loaded words*

U. A superior student as a courteous listener should

not only pay attention to the speaker but he should be

tolerant of the speakers mannerisms and peculiarities. He

should accept ideas contrary to his own.

5. Retentive listening is very important for the

superior students. A superior student should be eble to

^3am Duker, "Goals of Teaching Listening", Slesientary
English 38*3 (March, 1961), pp. 170-75.
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organize the content listened to in such a way that he may

be able to discern what part of it confirms that which he

already knows; what parts add new facts and ideas; and what

parts are in conflict with his previously obtained infor-nation

on the subject at hand. Training in note taking is important

as it helps develop skill in reading and writing. The art of

note taking is helpful in preparing reports in the enrichment

classes and for the other programs where individual and group

projects are practiced.

6. A superior child by nature is curious as shown by

psychological tests. He likes learning about new things through

reading or listening. A good listener should be a curious

listener. A superior student should ask questions in his mind

about what is being said. Asking questions serves as a means for

receiving new Ideas.

7* A superior student as a reactive listner should be

able to change his course of action when it seems desirable as

a result of his listening. The superior student should not close

the subject with the end of the speaker* s presentation, but

should go further on to find more about the subject Involved.

This attitude will help the superiors In the enrichment pro-

gram. Listening might act as a motivation for deep study of

some subject.

8. Reflective listening should not only constitute realisa-

tion of what the pupil knows already about the subject, not only

his best thinking, his standards of reasoning, and his critical



powers, but should also rofleot his philosophy, his feeling,

end his very way of life. The purpose of reflective listening

will help In attaining one of the objectives of reading which

is to form a personal philosophy. It will also be reflected in

the literature whioh he writen. The reflective kind of listen-

ing nay become a way of teaching the art of living which is the

true function of teaching.

The ears of the people are filled by information, mis-

information, propaganda - ood and bad, and by advertising

campaigns. Rankin piul. found that his subjects, who spent

70 per cent of the waking day in verbal communication, were

spending 9 per cent in writing, 16 per cent In reading, 30 P*r

cent in talking and \\$ per cent in listening. In a more recent

study it was observed that children listened 159 minutes per

school day.*

Listening is important in learning to read because

direct association of sound, meaning, and word form must be

established and assimilative skills. In listening, voice in-

flections, gestures, and facial expression often help the

listener to understand the speaker's message.

The teacher should keep in mind that listening, is related

to patterns of courtesy. The teacher is the model of courtesy.

For Indian students s teacher is also a model of pronunciation

and expression. Listening should not be confined to children

listening to the teacher but the children should also listen

Paul C. Burns, "Teaching Listening in Elementary Schools,
Elementary English , 33:1 (Jan., 1961), p. 11.
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to each other.

The directions given by the teacher will decide the

listening skill being taught. The same paragraph may be read

several times to implement different skills with different

directions. For example, for comprehension of ideas (noting

detail") and then for organizing main and subordinate ideas,

the direction might be ss follows. "I am going to read a

short paragraph I want you to listen so that you can answer

_1
a question I will ask about the paragraph.

The word perception skill may be developed by giving the

direction: "Listen to the article I am about to read. The

words on the board will be used in the article. When I have

finished reading we will want to see whether you have any dif-

p
ferent ideas about the meanings of these words."

To enable them to understand particular things, superior

students may be ssked to listen to special programs on radio

or television. Listening to the class discussions, reports,

talks by resource people, and to themselves on tape recorder

may also help in developing skills in listening.

Speaking skills . Sneeoh is the most important element

of language instruction. The linguist thinks of spoken

English as the proper basis for language stucy. The educator

knows that spoken English is the most commonly used of all

the facets of the language arts. It is a fact that a chile

learns a language and speaks it before he learns to read and

1
Ibid., p. 1?.

2 Ibia., p. 12.
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~. Mot only children but alio adults who cannot reed or

writ* In their own language, may learn a foreign language

through speaking and conversin. It.

Since English le a foreign language for an students,

the ability to listen to and understand the spoken langusge Is

Important . This ability will aid the student in learning about

the culture, literature, snd ways of life In other countries.

English is also useful for learning something about the dif-

ferent states In India. India has about fifteen different

mother tongues which are quite different from one another.

The scripts for all the fifteen languages is different too,

which makes It difficult to exchange ideas with one another

in oral or written expression. English Is the most convenient

language for communication among educated people. It Is very

Important especially for a superior child to converse fluently

In English In order to be able to exchange Ideas with others.

So far speech as a subjec' has not been Included in

either the high school or college. The Importance of speech

shows the necessity for introducing It as part of the curric-

ulum.

Observation of superior children has shown that they

possess the characteristic of lepdership and that speech plays

a very important part In developing leadership. The ability to

speak in public should be developed. Speech activities are

Important to students for Improving their skills in human rela-

tions .



The purposo of instruction in speech is to aid the

superior students in conversing, interviewing, and in social

relations sucn as introducing people, telephone conversations,

giving Directions, and business conversation. Speech fluency

helps in personality development, students should be instructed

in the value of proper posture and gestures, bodily action is

important for the controlled voice.

The voice is important in the effective control of tne

uuaience. The voice rulps in carrying the thought and an

emotion to the public. Jampnasis may be placed on aifferent

facts by changing the tone of voice.

perior students should be convinced that no matter how

short or casual a speech may absn, real preparation and a cis-

ciplined mind is required. Outlining is important for organir-

ing materiel quickly, logically, and effectively.

aeoh is necessary for developing a deeper and keener

appreciation of literature. Instruction in speech should include

improvement of pronunciation, enunciation, skills of oral read-

ing, story telling, oral talks, and builcing of vocabulary.

The objectives of the speech teacher should be the

development 01 the student's ability to recognize various types

of group alscusalon, to prepare lor effective group discussion,

to exercise leauershlp as a member or chairman, to participate

in problem solving on a uamocratio basis, to evaluate the group

discussion presented, and rinully to enable him to beoome a

sincere, effective, and poised speaker.
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Debate is one eotlvity for the Improvement of speech

which should be more widely encouraged. Debate haa many

values for superior students. Since the debate propositions

are chosen annually from currently controversial topics, much

information is available in that field to work.

Debate activity developa and improves thinking ability.

The student gets valuable experience in practical application

of the techniquea of critical thinking. Participating in

debate is valuable in creating an understsndlng for and an

appreciation of orderly change. A superior debstor makes

changes in society and in life from a rational point of view.

Debate helps in creating tolerance for other points of views.

It teaches emotional control which alao helps in the practical

life. Enrichment is the most useful program for carrying out

individual and group speech activities. Oral reports or talks

on psrticular subjects are useful for developing skills in

speech and ability to do research. The superior students

collect the information through interviewing resource people

and reading books. Talks, reports, speeches and plays on

special oocasions in clsss or assembly provide ample activitiei

for superior students.

A dialogue or conversstion may be conducted over a

special interest topic. Reading difficult material aloud to

the whole class or group, telling to the class originsl

stories, selecting poems suitable for choral work and reciting

them in class msy be used as some of the activities for speech
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instruction.

Participation in group discussion helps the superior

students learn the courtesies of when to speak and when to

listen. Group and panel discussions in class also prepare

the student to assume a leadership role in the democratic

society.

Through speech dramatization superior students learn to

put themselves in the role of different characters. Dramati-

zation helps in voice oontrol showing different kinds of

emotions through voice and bodily movements.

Some of the audio visual aids are very helpful in con-

ducting speech activities. Speech with the help of audio

visual aids tends to overcome fear and give a student a feeling

of security and confidence. Topics for conversation may be

selected by the students with the help of teaching aids. For

example films trip, slides, and motion pictures may provide

topics for casual and natural discussion. Educational tele-

vision helps in good speech program activities. The tele-

vision dramatic shows give muoh more intensive and extensive

experiences than can be gained from simple stage production

of plays. Another common aevice is the radio, A program

heard on radio may be dlacuaaed in class. Superior students

may be encouraged to take part In presenting the program on

radio and television.

The tape recorder has become a common and indispensable

teaching aid in the speeoh classroom. Its widespread
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acceptance hae been baaed upon an eaae In handling and the

quality of magnetic tape over other recording methods.

Mas net lo tape is very economical for it can be used several

tines. The prominent advantage of the tape reoorder Is that

the superior student can Improve his speeoh by recording and

listening to himself.

All the previously mentioned devices help in the enrich-

ment program of apeech. The superior students sometimes in-

vestigate the details of the devices* Superior students lesrn

how to set up the equipment for presentation in class. They

may also learn to repair some of the defects in the equipment.

The speech teacher should be very careful in developing

this skill. The emphasis in the beginning should be given upon

speaking itaelf and then correction. More opportunities should

be provided for the students to speak in class. The questions

asked in claas should not require choppy answers, but rather a

kind of explanation or description of a thing. Every opportunity

provided by atate or school should be used as symposiums and

competitions. Seminars should be held in school.

Writing skills . Writing is another skill necessary to

express one's ideas. There are many kinds of writings, and

each kind requires a special technique. Some of the common

forma of wri tinge are writing letters, answers to the questions

in school, reports, themes, talks, literary criticism based on

poetry, poetr-* Itself, stories, essays, autobiographies,

diaries, plays, and novels.
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Superior students always have some thoughts to express.

Descartes told his students that anyone unable to express

his thought had no thoughts to express. Expressing one's

own thoughts and views of others through writing contribute

to the literature. As literature is considered the mirror

of society, it is very influential in making changes in

society and preserving the ideas of a particular time.

The superior student should be taught to convey

effectively information with an understanding of topic,

rhetoric, usage, and the history of language. Special care

should be taken in spelling and punctuation. A superior

student* s writing must be judged on the basis of the sub-

stance, organization, kind of thinking demonstrated, validity

of his evidence, and choices made at each step of the develop-

ment.

The technique of writing needs creativity. Creativity

in language implies originality, individuality, and an

absence of stereotyped thlnkinf . It implies a freshness of

vision, a versatility, and a novel view point. Being crea-

tive la an active process; therefore, special care should be

taken in capitalizing upon the creativity of superior student.

Contrary to common opinion, original, creative expression is

a normal human reaotion which wells up ana emerges under

favorable conditions. The most Important conditions are

1,Rita Klssen, "Advanced Knglleb Instruction In the High
Sohoola," High Polnta, Vol. U3 (Jan., 1961), p. 35.
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opportunity, freedom, and permissiveness resulting from

removal of restraint and imposition. The student is motivated

within not externally. "It Is not merely an extemporaneous

outpouring; rather it is dependent upon the development of the

skills."
1

One method of stimulating creativity is to have the class

participate in a tall stories contest. Have them write exag-

gerations to promote free atmosphere, but gradually the aim of

the teacher should be to encoursge the superior students to

write concisely. Way should be given first to expression then

to refinement.

Exhibit abstract paintings and ink blots and ask the

students to write a story or an article about the object which

they perceive. Filmstrips, charts, models, and slides may be

used as to encourage writing.

The superior students may be asked to write something

using their imagination. For example "What would I do if I

knew I would be deaf in three days." "How would I spend

hundred thousand dollars?" Giving the students such limita-

tions as not more than ten per cent of the whole smount

could be given to charity, not more then one of any items

should be purchased and not more than five per cent should be

spent on one item.

The teacher may describe a setting and ask the students

^William H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities
(lew York! Apple ton Century Croft Inc. 1952), p. 480.



to writ© about It. For example, the teacher might say to

the class: "The night was still, broken only by the shrill

screeches of a distant owl. The black narrow house looked

forbidding in the pale moon light. The leaves which were

still on the trees made rustling sounds as a faint breeze

„1
blew through them.

Ask the class to read half of the story in the book

and to finish the story themselves. Ask the superior students

to pick out one favorite fictional character and write a story

about a personal adventure with him or her. Have the students

write about their experiences on an excursion or a trip.

Teachers should watch for some of the occasions in their daily

life which would stimulate the superior students to write about*

The development of creativity in the superior students

depends upon the teacher. The teacher should provide an

atmosphere where the students feel encouraged to write. The

teacher should consider the teachable moment as a cue toward

stimulating creativity. The teacher should realise that

worthwhile creativeness needs preparation of the background,

effort to achieve, insight or fulfillment, and polishing.

Generally it has been seen that polishing is neglected, when

it should be considered as the most important according to

Burton.

^•Ruth Kearney Carlson, "Stimulating Creativity"
Elementary English 3813 (March, 1961), pp. 165-70.

^Burton, 0p_. ol t . , p. 1^92.
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Creative activity follows developmental stages— the

ability of creativity grows as the child grows up. The

teaoher should take special care that no one laughs or

ridicules what a student writes. Discovery is fundamentally

important in the learning process. Individual contributions

of something unique, original and new is based on discovery.

The reading and writing activities may be conducted

together. The students may be asked to write a report on

the reading material; for example the superior children may

be asked to give their views upon the material read in class

outside of their text.

Creative writing may consist of publishing newspapers,

writing short stories, essays, articles, and skits for their

school's annual magazine. The superior students may be

asked to write autobiographies and biographies.

Crestive dramatics suggest many activities for enrich-

ment besides writing; for example, producing and dlreoting

original plays and active participation in the plays. Writing

of poems and composing music may be used as an activity for

creativity.

SUMURY

The goals of teaching a superior student should go

beyond the traditional offerings. Challenge and enrichment,

not necessarily speed, should be the consideration in develop-

in? a program in high school for superior students.
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In large high schools, grouping Is desirable although

It Is known that pupils must be individualized within any

class or group. It is strongly recommended in the literature

that enrichment should be provided within the framework of

the regular class.

Every attempt should be made to create a climate in

which the talented can work at their optimum capacity. A

school should explore its resources to provide for its

superior students. The classes for the superior students

should be flexible In order to practioe some free activities.

The study of English is important for the Indian student

to become a member of the world society. The study of English

involves an appreciation and understanding of literature, a

knowledge of semantics, and an awareness of the power of

language. These areas involve four language arts: reading,

listening, speaking and writin .

Reading should enable a superior student to acquire an

understanding of the culture of hir own and other countries --

its past and present. The reading skills should be taught as

a part of the whole English literature prograit.

The skills in listening should be developed through

giving directions to enable the student to beoome a curious

reflective, reactive, oourteous, retentive, and skillful

listener.

The teaoher' s responsibility is to help the Individual

superior pupil 1-irrove his oral expression. Considerable work
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in oral expression should te a part of the English classes

for the superior students. Debate Is a valuable activity In

b^eboh classes. Oral reports, panel and group clscussions

springing neturally from the subject natter, or discussions

stimulated by teaching devices sre very helpful. The superior

students should share their reading experiences and original

Ideas through speeches, oialogues, and dramatizations . These

prograxa may be given on the radio and television.

Ihe emphasis in writing should be first on conveying

the information effectively with an understanding of the topic,

rhetoric, usage, and romantics. The second emphasis should be

on encouraging creative writing. Creativity ahould be

atimulated through all possible ways, discussed in the report.
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The purpose o r 'Ms study was to ac ~t the writer

with some of the admi-tis trat!ve programs auT.eated for the

auperior s n schools of the ''nited States, to

consider those program moat suitable ^or su ents

- iools of Hew Delhi, India, and to suggest speciflo

'rjues for teaohlng Bngllah to the superior student*.

Information for the report was gathered from current

eduoational literature. Th* information gat*>er*d was about

the admlniatratire programs suggested for superior high school

students in the ed States and techniques valuable in teach-

ing the language arts.

The important factor in dealing with auporior students

is that superior students must be provided with some special

educational pro^rama for the development of their maximum

c^aelti-s. The five programs suggested in the literature are:

enrichment, acceleration, lH>mo<$eneous ^roupinr, individualised

lnatr n, and special classes or segregation. The key pro-

gram to all programs is the enrichment program. Challenge and

lchment should be provided for th* provision of intensive

and extensive experiences through various types of pr^t rams

such as group enrichment in «pecl*! schools, enrichment in

spaclal claases, enrichment through seminars, and many other

aotlvlties.

The acceleration -am, which is economical, may be

provided through early admi ssion, rapid progress, ungraded

groups, and combination grades*



Homogeneous grouping la very nrofi table for large

Indian high achoola. Homogeneous grouping takes care of

all those students who are superior. In all the subjects,

In one subject area, and In a particular combination of

subjects, called tracks, through Its different types*

Although homogeneous grouping Is economical and effective

for Indian achoola, special attention should be given to

Individual inatruction.

Segregation might not be a very good term to use in

Indian society because of the common belief In the caste

system. The term "grouping" may be used instead, even though

it has the characteristics of segregation.

The indiapenaability of English in India makes it very

necessary to provide special programs for the superior students

in English and literature. The previously mentioned five pro-

grams may be utilized in English classes according to the needs

and facilities. The study of English involves an appreciation

and understanding of literature and a knowledge of semantics.

The four skills In language arts, reading, writing, speaking,

and listening may be developed through various activities and

devices which have been discussed in the report.
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